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HATONN

FRIDAY
Hatonn present this day in the light
of God, in service unto Truth and
JUSTICE--where, world, is your
justice?
We start our writing late this day
and herein I shall share enough to
allow ou to understand the pressures x at are applied to deny you
of the citizens an form of justice
and Constitution aI rights. I will,
first of all, say, too, that things are
at extreme level of stress and I ask
that Oberli not allow this to pass.
I ask him, now, to contact Attorney Tips and tell him what has
happened. The incident in the nondeposition with Mr. Berg and Mr.
Horn was a breaking point.
Dharma could not remember her
name when she awakened this
morning.
You readers deserve to know that
yesterday was to be a deposition of
one Steven Berg of Santa Barbara
Savings who is the S&L Attorney
and the instigator of all problems
regarding this dwelling and property.
I asked Oberli to take the little tape
recorder to the deposition which
was being held in an office on rivate property with a court certi Fled
recorder present for taking testimony .
I will also give you a secret--these
two S&L lawyers intended to simply take five or six hours divul ing
no information and have, in Hact,
g,““;;;;”
EtEye$
2 E;[
mony. There are motions against
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motions and games upon games--I
do, however, believe these buzzards have met their match!
As the swearin -in was done
(which was alrea %y invalid as to
testimony for the man is a “Jew”
and swears to the Kol Nedre annually--which proclaims that all
vows are invalid during the entire
of the following year), Oberli just
looked over to the little hand-held
transcriber (which by the way, still
had some of my tapes on it) and
Mr. Horn came unglued. He demanded that ifMr. Ekker intended
to use the machine he and Mr.
Berg would leave. Basis? Oh, it
was not
mentioned
in the
“summons” that the meeting would
be recorded! Well, what about the
“Recorder” from the court? Well,
that was different!
thing about Mr. Horn--after
every visit to the court file after
every hearing--SOMEONE mysteriousl takes and disposes of certified Bocuments, a pointment files
e2 it: ACTUAL
!?!PI!-~&c&~ED
ACTIONS
WITHIN THE COURT ITSELF
WHEREIN
THE
JUDGE
ABUSED EVERY LEGAL BEHAVIOR POSSIBLE IN THE
MIDST OF A COURTROOM
FILLED WITH PEOPLE--BUT
THE CASE MUST BE DROPPED
BECAUSE THE TAPE IS
Now, dear friends, what
would be our first thoughts on the
matter?-- ai so, Mr. Tips and
Oberli conferenced and decided
that it was quite CONSTITUTIONAL for Mr. Ekker to record
the little meeting and guaranteed
under oath that it would be only
for personal use and noted that
most often a court recorder also
.,
.
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tapes a session to check against
mtsunderstandings on her/his own
equipment.
After Mr. Horn’s
throwing all manner of offensive
slurs (on the record this time), Mr.
Tips suggested against them leaving this legally-called and ordered
deposition and still they got up and
angrily walked from the room--so a
six-hour deposition of nothing
lasted some 5 minutes.
I would
say we are making some manner of
progress?
What is my point herein? I am
asked constantly, “What can we
do--how can we get people to read
the Journals, etc., etc.,” and “What
can we do to prove truth and cause
ones to look and listen and thus
and so?” WE ARE SIMPLY GOING TO ALLOW OUR OWN
ADVERSARY TO PROVE OUR
EXISTENCE,
PROVE
OUR
TRUTH
AND GARNER SO
MUCH ATTENTION THAT THE
NATION WILL BE WATCHING
THE “THREE FACES OF EVE”
EVERY DAY OF EVERY HEARING. AND IF YOU THINK THE
BEST
PSYCHIATRISTS
(OR
THE WORST) ARE GOING TO
QUARREL VERY LONG OVER
THE POTENTIAL HEREIN OF,
AT THE LEAST, MULTIPLE
PERSONALITIES--YOU
HAVEN’T
SEEN ANYTHING
YET! I most surely think this will
get a lot more interesting before it
gets boring. Publicity is what you
need, dear ones--a lot of publicity
and ones will’lng to stand on Truth.
You think after a “Scopes” type
“Darwin and Evolution’ trial on
national vidiot boxes, there won’t
be a clamor for these Journals?
Don’t underestimate God, beloved
ones, and yet, we have to have
support--mostly for my scribe and

#l

then for the attorneys. It will undoubtedly be expensive but damages should return abundantly for
somewhere alon the way of stress-a little retir eif grandmother no
longer exists!! Dharma said it very
well this mornin
when she
couldn’t remember iit at “other person” that Mr. Horn and Judge Jason Brent had murdered and when
she did remember, she couldn’t
spell her name. She immediately
remembered Dorma who wrote and
Dorushka Maerd who had to stop
writing because of the incredible
stress over movin
not moving
and losin
every d?ing they had
spent a li Petime to acquire at now
retirement
age--bankruptcy
and
being literally shot at and hit, insulted public1 by a court Jud e
and being cal7ed insane once sfie
began to final1 write Journals, etc.
Between 1982 and 1989 was the
space between the first published
book and the first Journal.
Then when the Journals began to
flow, she poured all assets back
into ublication and sent all present
and %Iture proceeds into the Institute and/or whatever--thus causing
her family to have nothing from
them. Do you believe the adversary is going to consider this
“sane”? BUT, if they rove she is
insane--what of poor 8 berli--have
they not been the cause of her insanit ? Further, they MUST prove
that H atone is REAL, do the not?
Even evil cannot have it ii OTH
WAYS! WITNESSES? EVERY
ONE OF YOU WHO READ THE
JOURNALS AND FIND THEM
TO BE TRUTH, WHETHER OR
NOT YOU BELIEVE IN HATONN’S REALITY--THE JOURNALS ARE 100% TRUTH! Even
Bill Cooper, who is the largest denouncer of the Journals (though he
certainly hasn’t lowered himself to
the level of reading them), can testify that either HE LIES or the
Journals are Truth! DO YOU BELIEVE THAT GOD CANNOT BE
AS CLEVER OR AS CAPABLE
AS SATAN? I WOULD HOPE
THAT ONES SUCH AS EUSTACE MULLINS,
HOWARD
FREEMAN,
JAMES
GRITZ,
NORD DAVIS, HARLEY OR
LEWIS LAUGHINGLY.
RON
PAUL, LA ROUCHE’S GROUP,
SPOTLIGHT. ETC.. BEGIN TO
SEE
THIS’ LOVELY
NEW
THE
HANDWRITING
ON

WALL.
WE ARE GOING TO
PROVIDE YOU A NATIdNAL
AUDIENCE AT THEIR OWN
GAME IF YOU--WHO CLAIM
TO WANT YOUR CONSTITUTION RESTORED AND TRUTH
AND JUSTICE RETURNED TO
YOUR NATION AND PEOPLE-WILL STEP FORWARD AND
PROVIDE THE POSSIBILITIES
THE ABILITY TO FLOWER
HEREIN--NOW!

you will find interesting revolving
around a bit of the “Bush” family.
You were all told that Mr. & Mrs.
Bush are due a “REFUND” this
ear of $14,000 in taxes ove aid.
fv ell, let’s see how a few % ush
family members fare and let us see
just whose personal close friends
might be (and I fully intend to keep
it short so I cannot possibly cover
enough other than to get your attention).

You ones can continue to quibble
over mutilated cows and wring
your hands--or you can fall in as
citizens and take this opportuni
for hearing and spreadm
Tru iii
throughout this world. Tt! is little
miscarriage of justice is not in
point herein--a national/inter-national forum for justice is that
which is being made available--but
YOU will see it and you will do it-1 can write the dialogue and feed
you the lines, but ou attorneys
and people of Tru x must stand
forth and fill your roles. Frankly,
I must know who will take this
banner and carry it before I dump
one more straw on the backs of
these two devoted workers. I shall
not ask one more whiplash upon
Dharma unless you who claim to
be devoted unto Truth give me response.

Recent1 a little review was written
about x e former Internal Revenue
Service Commissioner Lawrence
Gibbs, and Gibbs’ multi leecore
nections to Geor e Bush. !I3
of the article (an%I intentionally do
not give resource because the iron
fist has already fallen--but not soon
enough to squelch its reprinting
elsewhere) was ”

I need you ones who are students
of the Constitution to come forward and see that all rights have
been violated here. I ask ou who
know the law to come Porward-Eustace Mullins, I ask you to study
this issue and allow us to discern
just how MANY cases and causes
Oberli (and perha s America West)
might have out o P this matter. You
see, before we are done, I remind
you--the underworld dirt is spread
all over the counterparts in this issue--right to your past president
and the new one! Dharma is absolutely correct--that one known as
Doris Eloise Jones Ekker was
murdered at the hands of YOUR
adversary. Ponder it.
Now some thoughts for this day,
please.

article reviewed
the knot of
relations between President Bush
and Gibbs who was IRS Commissioner from 1986 to 1989,.and examined the public poltctes that
arose from their connections, including the role the IRS played,
particularly beginning in 1986-&e
ear Gibbs took over at IRS--in
41ounding, harassing, persecuting,
and prosecuting several patriots too
numerous to mention herein, and
the political movement associated
with them.
Now, as a little follow-on, it seems
only ap ropriate to ask some questions oP Mr. Gibbs, George Bush
and the Internal Revenue Service
about a few connections and interesting points of proven, valid facts.
Since the presenting of these questions is so well done as written, I
see that I shall just do you a
greater service, as well as the
writer, if I simply plagiarize them-that word seems to fit nicely and I
have permission to utilize the information in any manner possible
(which I sup ose negates the
“meaning” of 3: e word) but I am
grateful.
,
SIX OUESTIONS

STILL HAVING PROBLEMS

I am going to ask Dharma to write
some information which I am sure
.
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In May 1988, during George
Bush’s presidential campaign, his

#l

brother Prescott, Jr., arranged a
$20 MILLION resort construction
project
Prescott was
given a one-third share of the project without having to invest an
money, in return for “the good-wi Y1
exuected in havinp him involved”.
Less politely

Recarey firm came under investigation, Recarey became--and remains--a fugitive from justice.

BILLION leads to questions of
covert sponsors for Soros. Soros
artner with
is the only known
Raisa Gorbachev in Ji e “Glasnost
Fund”, which Soros says is designed to help the “internal development of Soviet society”.
$3

In 1977, when his father,
George Bush, commenced Latin
American bankin o erations out
of Houston, Jeb BB
us became the
Caracas, Venezuela representative
of Texas Commerce Bank, a bank
long in the famil of board member James Baker If I.
In the early 1980’s, Jeb Bush
became a business partner with
gangster Albert0 Duque in $30
MILLION of Florida real estate
deals.
Jeb Bush worked as a
Florida contact man for Cuban,
Central American, and other Contra-related dirt operations, run directly out oP his father’s Vice
Prestdential office, and in connection with Uncle Prescott’s medical
supply operations for the Contras.

From 1975 to 1987 Scott
Pierce, brother of Barbara Bush,
was resident of E.F. Hutton and
co., % all Street brokers. In May
1985, E.F. Hutton pleaded guilty
to 2,000 felony counts of marl and
wire fraud in a $4.35 BILLION
check-kiting scheme. The penahy-a $2 million corporate fine and no
jail. Luckily (for Scott), the head
of the Treasury Department’s en@ce;cebdiviston
then was
.

The check-kiting scheme allowed for the use of untraceable
funds, perfect for intelligence operations .
Hutton director John
Latshaw wrote tu Hutton Chairman
Robert Foman that the scheme
“originated and was. strongly sup~;xJ~~Y
our president, SCOTT
,

Duque went to prison in 1983
for banking and financial fraud.
In 1987, Jeb Bush became
Florida’s Secretary of Commerce,
official liaison to the Caribbean
and Latin American business community. By then, cocaine imports
were deluging Florida and depressing the street price, though
the Reagan administration’s “task
force” to stop dope imports had
been headed by Vice President
George Bush since 1982. George
was also chairman of the Task
Force on Combattin
Terrorism,
whose co-chairman, 8 liver North,
was busy running drugs throughout
Latin America.
In 1987, Jeb Bush reportedly
lobbied the U.S. government on
behalf of Miguel Recarey and his
Miami-based International Medical
Center.
Jeb Bush then received
$75,000 from Recarey . After the

After Hutton’s protection of
Patriarca’s dope trafftckin
was
disclosed, Scott Pierce fina Ply left
Hutton’s presidency.
&

From 1985 through August
1988 Neil Bush was on the board
of Silverado Savings & Loan of
Denver, Colo.
One month after
father Geor e’s election to the
presidency, tfle federal government
shut down and took over the
bankrupt Silverado, costing taxpayers $1.6 BILLION in insurance
payments.

JNB’s profits, though he contributed only $100 out of the
$250,000 invested in the formation
of the firm. The rest came from
Kenneth Good and William Walters. Walters gave JNB a $1.35
million credit line. Good and Bush
were investors in a Tampa,#Florida
real estate scheme, financed by
Good.
In 1984 Good borrowed $35
MILLION FROM SILVERADO
for a real estate scheme that never
went through; Neil Bush and his
co-directors accepted a $5 million
REPAYMENT
on the default.
Walters received $200 MILLION
IN LOANS FROM SILVERADO.

W.
George, Jr. is a board member
and adviser to the CEO of Harken
Energy Corporation of Houston.
Harken is owned by George Soros,
a leading investor in the USfrot. I
and Communist China.
money materialized in the Quantum
Fund, a Wall Street investment
F;zg founded with $250,000 in
, Its current value of $2.5

Both Good and Walters were
top fundraisers’for the Republican
Party.
Michael Milken, now in prison
for multi-billion dollar junk bond
scams reported1 funnelled at least
$43 ‘MILLION
IN INVESTMENTS

.
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while his firm financially
SUNDAY,
of Feb. 3,
1990 reported that Neil Bush’s Silverado is one of the thrift institutions under potential investigation as a money channel to illegal Iran-Contra
operations,
in
which S&L fraud was used to get
around specific Congressional protibrt;g
of atd to the drug-running

As we sit to pen it is hard to know
where to be in. As the acceleration of wor Hd events reveal their
secrets I can only hope you are
now informed enough to see that
which is transpiring beyond that
which you are given on your vidiot
boxes.
INDIANS

1981.

31,

30.

Dharma, take a break for a few
minutes for I understand this is as
hard for ou to take as any of the
readers-- x en, before we move
back into “robotoids”, we will lay
out for you exactly that which Mr.
Bush’s “recovery plan” means to
you--to start with, Slave Labor-(Yours, America).
Hatonn to
move to stand-by until you are
ready to resume writing. I actually
believe we are
etting some
attention, chela, so f et us not get
laggardly now. Thank you.

There is a big deal going on about
President Bush actually meeting
with a few representatives of the
Native
American
Community
wherein he agreed something
needed attention. Does this mean
there will be attention? Of course
not. Do you actually believe that a
man who has brought war to the
world deliberate1 to gain power
and money for 31e Elate Bankers
will do anything for the tribes the
government has been trying to annihilate since onset of the United
States?
KUWAIT
r
Are you aware that the Kuwaiti
elite are doing the same with the
“Have Nots”? They are not even
mentioned by name and are disallowed from reentering their own
homeland--because they were given
no passports and therefore are restrained from reentr into Kuwait.
These people, caYled Bedouins
(Bedoons), are poor, disease-ridden, helpless and denied country or
help.
This is the situation into
which you placed your fine young
peo le to replace this Emir to his
Pi 2 Palace--not greatly unlike the
plight of your natives who were
resent before your country was
1 irthed.
BAKER
Why do you think Baker is not
ettmg overwhelming
assistance
from the Arab nations in forming a
joint meeting? He couldn’t even
get Israel to agree with him because they want too much and the
rest of the nations know the evil
lotting--well, he will go on to
!iyria tomorrow and Assad, the terrorist of the century, will help you
set the new rules!
‘,

.
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This is a most dark eriod in
Earth’s history.
But alP is well,
Schwarzkopf is home again! As a
nice soldier he is “exiled” back
into his Elite’s country--away from
his soldiers.
Why was not the
President or Cheney or even Powell there to welcome him home?
Did the bab get cast out with the
contaminat K bath water? Well, he
hasn’t done bad1 for he will now
retire and alrea J y has a MULTIMILLION dollar contract for his
book which he will undoubtedly
write. The Elite had best hope that
he doesn’t decide to tell the truth
lest the book be better than we can
hope for--if they allow him that
lon a life-span.
Anyone, even
wi triout news of worthy content,
can see that Iraq, Kuwait and the
entire Middle East are far worse
off than ever before--before you
went in there and “liberated” them.
You liberated them alright--right
into the death throes. But you do
not know these people of the
Middle East--YOU ONLY
THEY AGREE WITH YOU-WHEN THE MASSES RI%EU;
THERE
WILL
BE
MASSACRE AS YOUR WFRLF
HAS NEVER SEEN!
BROTHERS, IS WHY YOU CAN
KNOW THAT BIGGER AND
BETTER WARS ARE PLANNED
FOR YOU SO THAT YOU ARE
ALLOWED TO USE MASSIVE
FORCE TO HIDE THE FARCE.
SO BE IT, FOR YOU HAVE
BEEN WARNED AND WARNED
AGAIN. YOU HAVE NOW EFFORTED TO GET YOldR WAR
NECESSITIES
INTO
SPACE
THROUGH
JAPANESE
ROCKET
LA&NCH
bWHICH
WAS OPENLY DESTROYED-;gkNGS ARE N$T&O
GOOD
DAY,
YOU
AMERICA.
Besides, I dare say that the
Japanese are learning that they
have your “big boys” about where
they want them--pleading., for cooperation for Japan gives ou no opportunity to just mart yh in with
military power and TAKE that
which you w5nt--all their financial
resources are now pretty much in
place by the Trilateral Commission
and Elite Banking community--but
you see, the “general populace”
doesn’t know yet. Yes, Dharma, I
believe we shall keep rt ht on wtth
all haste with the she fter system
#l

and food preparations. The REAL
war has srm ly not yet begun and
the plans, Bear ones, are for no
later than year 2ooO for total,
working, Elite rule by the AntiGod of Creator/Creation. Indeed a
dark time on the world of blind
mankind through the deceit of the
Prince of Darkness--the Satanic
Brotherhood. May your hearts and
minds be opened that you may see,
may your eyes and ears be opened
~I& you may hear and know.

Russians in Novosibirsk discovered
that the “Rothschild” synthetics
had actually appeared and now
were in service.
This was expected but, even at that, it was a
surprise maneuver on the occasion
of the first big public display.
Since the Russians had been expectin duplication abilities they
were %0th pleased and a bit disgruntled to find that the s nthetics
were more erfect in visib r e duplication but J as, were mentally inferior to the robotoids.

Worse yet, you are up against the
perfection of physically cloned
synthetic leaders who are programmed without compassion or
ability to function other than as
they are so functioning.
Be ond
that these very s nthetic Elite ii ave
required and alYowed ou to become walking zombi- rike beings
swishing in the winds of confusion.
They cause upheaval and confrontation on one front and then
counter it with more confusion and
you are caught in the whirlpool
sucking you down into inability to
function.
In your confusion and
inability to bring order you onl
cr out for more bondage wi x
wKich to theoretically control your
adversary--onl to find the bondage
falls upon YO 4; ! It is trul a time
to bow our hearts unto e od and
get up o& your knees and duffs and
let us walk together into true
“order” from the chaos and stand
stron like the impassable wall that
this t%ing come upon you be contained and allowed to devour itself.
This is the type of beast, dear
ones, who, when confronted with
strength from its prey will turn on
the weaker portions of itself and
then, finally, upon its own being
for it cannot survive in the light of
Truth--it is birthed and lives only
on the dark deceit and charade of
life experience.

For that reason, the Russians were
immediately turning their resources
to a re-emphasis of their other
weapons in their battle against the
Bolsheviks in America. Remember
now that this portion continues
from the one in prior writings
which were staged in 1978 and
‘79.

But this requires
MEN and
WOMEN who will sa “no more”
and stop the feeding o i! the beast in
any manner what-so-ever. If you
come to ether in the Truth--YOU
CAN Db IT!
MORE ON ROBOTOIDS
AND SYNTHETKS
I believe I left you in the last volume at the point that Russia was in
possession of Carter No. 18. The

At that time, by the Fall of 1979,
they were beginning to use geophysical warfare again as part of
their overall campai n to whittle
awa at the danger of nuclear war.
In d ctober Chairman Hua of China
was in France, Jrying to bu Mirage Fighters among other x ’ ;
but the Russians sent a very ‘Eel
message to both France and China
that they should forget that little
transaction. On October 9 a Russian geophysical warfare weapon
was set off m an undersea trench in
the
Mediterranean
off
Nice,
France. It produced a sudden ebb
tide, followed b a tidal wave that
smashed 36 mi res of the French
Riviera. Surely you ones remember this for it was prominent in all
the world’s news except yours
which covered it in less than two
broadcasts. This was an entirely
new experience for the French, but
not for Chairman Hua. The Russians had used geophysical warfare
to give him a message more than a
year prior.
For you Americans, it was now
coming closer to home for, prior to
this, THERE WERE IN PLACE
SOME 46 BOMBS UNDERGROUND FOR EARTHQUAKE
GENERATION
IN CALIFORNIA. Dear ones, I didn’t place the
bombs--I am simply reminding you
that they were in place as far back
as the mid-seventies and in 1979
the Russians began detonating
those bombs by .use of the beam
5
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system from cosmospheres.
On
August 6 the strongest uake in 68
years--5.9 on the RicB ter scale,
shook San Francisco, and in October (15th) a Richter 6.4 quake was
set off in southern California.
The Russians had become convinced that their robotoids would
not be enough to stop the Bolsheviks.
They had encountered
some problems with them and now
the Rothschild element had created
re lacement synthetics for the
rog otoids. So rather than allow the
Bolsheviks to regroup and launch
nuclear war, the Russians turned
once again to geophysical warfare,
including weather warfare.
The
West Coast, as with the earthquakes, was a prime target because
of the heavy concentrations of
aerospace and military activity
there. They knew they could (and
have done so) control the amount
of rainfall and devastate the growing fields and water su ply for the
“garden” valle s. The lsiig question
remains--WH 2 N will they unleash
the great man-made catastrophe on
America’s West Coast? They continue to this day to give you
warnings at regular intervals and
you kee ignoring them and spitefull ef?ort to set yourselves up for
nut 7ear strike against them. Gorbachev is nothing but a puppet of
the Bolshevik Elite (Khazar Zionists). The non-robotized leaders of
the world do not like you, America, and are aiming to shut you
down--would it not be better to
stop this insanity on your ‘own account? You could then turn into a
world workin together in freedom
without “Worf d Enslavement”.
Even though I recently wrote on
the subject of cloning of cows,
etc., I believe you need more current, factual information for ou
didn’t REALLY accept the Just
go-through. Let us just name some
names and places for you now have
synthetic cattle, turkeys., etc. In
many ways it is far easier to consider using these synthetics as a
food resource but it should be most
serious that actual duplication is
not only present but working.
This, however, is not that which
has brought the Hosts of the Cosmos--for the Khazars have also invented a method to cause “death”
and I speak of soul energ fragmentation which actually (Y
estroys
#l

the structure of soul essence.
is unacceptable!
DUPLICmD

This

COWS

I am going to just give you an
example on this subject from that
which is already published in our
h om
own
data
avenues--not
technical pa ers as much as
outlined in ayman language for
better comprehension.
Don’t get
Eoni u on intercellular structuring
R atonn for I shall not
jeopardize the
osition of m
scribe, and you oP John Doe, bal Ywatcher
or
awakening
itme
quarterback in God’s ball game, do
not have to clone an ing so allow
us to accept that wi?ich IS already
available--n is understanding that
you need--not specific experimentation in your bedrooms.
You
have done enough damage in
misuse of your bedrooms!
Let us start with milk-giving cows.
Biolo ists can clone a large number of very superior cows from a
single embryo. The cows, which
are designed to be excellent milk
producers, will not be clones of
their parents, because they will
have genetic material from both:
The will be genetic
x
Let us follow the path from one
through eight steps:
1. A sunerior milk cow is mated
with -a superior bull--through
test-tube fertilization.
2. After six days, the resulting
embryo has developed up to
some 32 cells.
3. One cell is removed from the
embryo.
4. An unfertilized egg is taken
from a donor cow.
5. The genetic material is removed from the egg.
6. The cell from the superior cow
is inserted into the egg and a
jolt of electricity is applied to
fuse the cell inside the e g.
7. The egg is then insert ef into a
surrogate mother where it is
allowed to develop normally.
8. Additional cells can be taken
from the original embryo and
inserted into other surrogate
mothers to create numerous
genetically identical cows.
Do you now see that you can duplicate unlimited clones? Do you

also now see why a few years back
(very few) there was started a
sperm bank with only contributors
of those considered the most Elite
and brilliant “Nobel” prize winners? The sperm cells (or cells)
would be utilized from the “chosen
few” who would father the offspring through a “chosen select female’ and clones made from the
offspring--thereb
theoretically
creating a super- Klrilliant race! Do
ou actually think it different from
II itler’s Nazi experiments? Foolish chelas! Moreover, now there is
not even a need for surrogate
mothers for the entire system can
be handled from small artificial
wombs and “thriving” containers.
But back to the cows for these are
the type of articles which miss
your attention--while also readying
you for accepting major information as we “spill the beans”. They
can then tell you that “...no, we
are only working with turkeys and
cows”--and that is a very good
time to utilize the term B.S.!
Dharma, just cop the article. It is
so outdated that P am embarrassed
for you but none-the-less, the readers need this input to prepare for
the other Truth possibilities.
3124191:

ZRZB~~~T{~innes.&)

cows:
QUOTE:
It’s roundup time in the petrie
dish, where Michelle Sims is
herding the cattle of the future.
“Here’s a two-cell.
That’s
good, ” she said of one Holstein
“These have died.” she
embryo.
said, rejecting others.
The critters are mere polka
dots, microscopic abstractions of
the black-and-white cows they are
geneticall
destined to become.
But each Kas everything it needs to
ultimately develop hooves, hairy
hide and all the other features of
the classic milker.
And each is a carbon cop of
This is a her B of
the others.
clones, genetically identical repro‘,
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ductions.
And there is no limit to the
number of additional copies Sims
can make at the University of Wisconsin, where she is a research supervisor.
The science fiction of the early
198O’s--is at the barn door of the
1990’s.
Since sheep and cattle
embr OS were first cloned in the
mid- r 980’s, Sims and other researchers have pushed the technology to the oint that corn anies in
Texas and p:anada are se1Ping elite
breeding cattle from cloned embryos. Another company in Wisconsin is planning commercial
sales on farms this decade.
Now embryo
cloning--with
other new biotechnology in the
works--is driving the $57 billion-ayear cattle industry toward a new
era. Barnyard sex has been out of
vogue for decades as farmers have
found ever more sophisticated
technology for impregnating animals. Even with the technology, a
superior cow could produce only
about five offsprin . Unromantic
as the matin may %ave been? they
still were su%ject to the myriad of
chances that occur when genes
from males and females meet in the
old-fashioned
way.
Offspring
might inherit the superior qualities
of their parents--or they could be
duds.
With cloning, scientists envision a future when a dairy barn
could feature cows with guaranteed
And the
identical genetic traits.
farmer could have additio al copies
in the form of frozen em‘bryos, to
be thawed as replacements are
needed.
That freedom from genetic variations would move farmers toward the kind of management
precision and quality control found
in factories.
For exam le, dairy farmers can
dramatically Eoost milk’ yields b
iving a cow exactly the rl ht fe eJ .
But because each cow is %ifferent,
the optimumdeed mix must be calculated animal b animal through
trial and error. Kn a cloned herd,
much of the guesswork would be
gone.
Meanwhile, research into animal cloning has application off
#l

farms, said Robert McKinnell? a
professor of genetics and cell biology at the University of Minnesota. A pioneer in cloning, he
has worked with frogs toAi;amr;
more about humans.
cloning research is unlocking secrets about the subtle functioning
of cells, he said. Among other
things, the findings are useful in
understanding cancer.
But cloning also is controversial. A key worry is the potential
for losing genetic diversity of farm
animals. Suppose that a nation’s
herds gradually evolve toward
clones from a few superior parents.
Some rare disease accidentally is
imported, and this line of cattle
carries hidden genetic vulnerability
to it. Oops, the nation’s meat and
milk supplies are threatened.
The concern is shared by scientists, including Steen Willadsen,
who led the world into farm animal
cloning, announcing in 1986 that
he had produced sheep from cloned
embryos in Great Britain. Willadsen is now a professor at the University of Calgar and research director for Alta 8 enetics Inc., one
of the three companies known to be
developing cloning for commercial
sales.

Theoretically
it’s possible,
although cattle, sheep and rabbit embryos are much easier to clone than
humans, pigs and rodents, First
said.

“differentiated”, or speci$liz~at~
individual
traits.
differentiation starts about six day:
after conception, after embryos
have 32 cells.

May Tacheny, who coordinates
rural concerns for the Minnesota
Catholic Conference, said important ethical questions haven’t been
addressed
because
religious
thinkers haven’t kept up with the
ex losive growth in new biotechnoPogy.

So researchers must clone
some of the cells from an embryo
and freeze the rest before they dlfferentiate.
Cows from the first
cloned cells can be evaluated as
milkers.
At that point, the remaining frozen embryo cells can be
thawed and cloned.

“We’re changing the whole
manner of things that creation so
wonderfully is empowered to do,”
she said, “We know about the
ability of nature to create su rises
and the natural wa of pro ifucing
new species.. .You lTave to wonder
why we are trying to do it. ”

But it takes more than six years
to prove those first clones.

Ultimately economics probably
will drive the decisions about how
far animal cloning goes on farms.
Most scientific pieces are in place,
said Paul Miller, a vice president
at ABS Specialty Genetics in DeForest, Wis., another of the three
companies that are developing
cloning.
“It’s just a matter now of getting the price down and the success
rate up,’ he said.

While Willadsen
expressed
enthusiasm for the potential in
cloning, he worried that cattle production might follow trends in the
poultry industry in which a handful
of companies own most of the
breeding stock.

Miller estimates that cloned
embryos will be widely used on
farms when they can be sold for
$500 to $1,000. Right now the
cost is “a long way ’ from that
range, he said.

“We have three companies sitting on the genetic basis for most
of the commercial turkeys.. .Insofar
as cloning could be used in that
way, which at present it can’t, so
we could run into a similar situation here,” he said.

“It’s a lot like prod;;iniaiy
electronic calculator ‘,
“The first one may cost $1 million:
But by the time you make millions
of calculators, that development
cost is down to about 10 cents a
calculator. ”

But Neal First, the University
of Wisconsin scientist who reported in 1987 that he had produced the first cattle from cloned
embryos, said the problem already
is being addressed. Among other
things., a national program is being
established to catalog and freeze
germ plasm that could be used to
recover lost varieties of animals,
he said. There are other ethical
concerns, including the potential
for clonmg humans from embryos.

A key step in mass marketing
will come when a company can
guarantee the genetics of its cloned
lines., which will take years of
cloning, testing and recloning,
Miller said.
Here’s why: No one knows the
genetic value of a given calf until it
gr;~
up and starts producing
But adult cows can’t be
cloned. The process works only
with embryos whose cells haven t
/’
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The recess is underway at
ABS’s VPisconsin research facilities, where cloned cattle in the
barns match cells being held in
freezers at 320 degrees below zero,
said Marvin Pace, ABS director.
“We have a lot of bulls sitting
around this place,” he said last
week pointing toward the ABS
barns outside his window.
“You
make this mating of superior animals, but the recombmation of
genes is such that you don’t know
what the result is going to be.. .Out
of 200 bulls we sample every ear,
only one in 10 or one in 15 siiows
up superior. ”
With cloning, he explained,
“For the first time in the history of
animal breeding, we will be able to
sell
a
KNOWN.. .tcfe%y weave got an
animal here that is in the elite end,
genetically. ”
The cloned cattle at ABS are
careful1 guarded secrets. Barns
are off rimits to visitors. The firm,
also a major player in traditional
breeding, is racing with Granada
Biosciences Inc. of Houston to
claim ownership of the technology
and to develop commercial markets .
Pace wouldn’t say what ABS
has invested in cloning , but it was
enough to build research laboratories., hire 20 employees and finance
basic research at the Universit of
Wisconsin, where Sims and 8 irst
conduct their experiments.
Scientists on the leading edge
of the new biotechnology say the
full impact of cloning will come
#l

when it is combined with other developments.
For example, researchers are honing techmques for
analyzing genes in cattle embryos
to redict traits they’ll ossess as
aduPts, First said.
Tl!at would
eliminate a lengthy step in the process of evaluating clones.
Other researchers are manipulating the genes of cows to ive
their milk qualities that would f elp
cheesemakers, he said.
END OF QUOTING
Anybody feel a bit queazy yet?
Well, go take a breath of air, get a
candy fix or whatever, for we are
going to come back and I am going
to give you a bit of a rundown on
cattle mutilations, vampiring “little
grays” and consider asking you to
ask Whitley Streiber what else he
might like to share with this nation.
NO “LITTLE GRAYS”
FROM OUTER SPACE, BROTHERS--NO
CRIMINAL
EVIL
ALIENS--CLONING,
CATTLE
SURROGATE MOTHERS AND
NOW
VAT-PRODUCED
ADULTS--ALL
RIGHT
ON
YOUR PLACE AT THE LOVING
HANDS
OF
THE
ELITE
SATANIC BROTHERHOOD SET
TARE
OVER
YOUR
HARKEN UP FOR
&LD
YOU HAVE NO REAL,
OF
WHAT IS OUT THERE!

there”, precious, and you remain
ever in my shelter. Man must face
the truth of his circumstance and
then he will do that which he will
do and we shall have filled our
mission.
****h****
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especially stresses the history of the
Judeans and
the Jews and how the
have labeled themselves as Zionists
and Jews to deceive our planet and
to take total control of it in the
kn _
d h
d exposing
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freedom
for all of mankin a .
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history of the Khazars, where
they came from, how they got
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lanned for us IF WE D d NOT
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always
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stop the ”6 ew World Order” of
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